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Why don’t models learn like humans or animals?

How do babies learn to interact 
with the world in a few months?

How do teenagers learn to drive 
with only a few hours of 
training?

Image credit: Yann Lecun



Multimodal data → structurally different signals

Accelerometers

Heart sensors



The future of multimodal capabilities: on device AI + sensing  

All-purpose devices with 
reliance on cloud services

Smart cloud, “dumb” device

Enhanced sensing and 
on-device capabilities

Smart device and cloud
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easy

?DOG

💰0.05/label 💰4.00+*/label
*assuming a sleep technician charging $50/h 
 and 90-120 sleep stage transitions per 8 hours of sleep

>80x

SENSOR-BASED SLEEP TRACKINGIMAGE RECOGNITION

hard



Fitness is measured with expensive & high-risk treadmill tests



Low fitness: strong predictor of all-cause mortality

Mandsager et al, 2018, JAMA Network Open



Converting raw wearable sensor data into cardio-fitness estimates

Spathis et al, 2022 (Nature Digital Medicine)



Free-living wearable data + anthropometrics = best result

Spathis et al, 2022 (Nature Digital Medicine)

corr. = 0.82



Predicting substantial fitness change almost a decade later (AUC=0.74) 

Spathis et al, 2022 (Nature Digital Medicine)



Signal annotation is not straightforward and sometimes infeasible

Annotation is supposed to be the 
golden standard in collecting ground-
truth but rater (dis)agreement 
introduces further confusion to the 
models

For some tasks such as sensor-based 
activity recognition, an additional 
video recording is required for 
annotation, which cannot scale to 
real-world settings

Sabetti et al., 2019, Informatics in Medicine Unlocked



Image credit: Yann Lecun

Self-supervised learning uses existing data as prediction targets



https://lilianweng.github.io/

The first models were based on heuristic (pretext) tasks



Spathis et al., CHIL 2021

We can even create pretext tasks across different modalities



Spathis et al., CHIL 2021

Heart rate responses to activity are evident in wearable data



Spathis et al., Cell Patterns 2022

Self-supervised learning enables transferrable models



Spathis et al., Cell Patterns 2022

And it comes in different variants



https://github.com/iantangc/ContrastiveLearningHAR

Current approaches focus on pre-processing & unimodal data 

We have to create both 
positive and negative pairs 
(not straightforward to 
pick)

There are no considerations 
for learning both within and 
across different modalities



Tang, Pozuelo, Spathis et al, 2020, ML4MH NeurIPS

Pre-processing not straightforward: which augmentation first?



https://multimae.epfl.ch/

Masked Autoencoders offer a simpler architecture based on masking



http://jalammar.github.io/how-gpt3-works-visualizations-animations/

Masking has been wildly successful in training (Chat)GPT



Core idea: contrasting masked latent embeddings

Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023



Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023

1. Use a separate encoder for each modality/sensor



Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023

2. Merge all embeddings to a joint representation



Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023

3. Mask the representations in the latent space 



Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023

4. Train the network to contrast the two views



5. After pre-training is done, we fine-tune the model with labels

Spathis et al., Cell Patterns 2022



Results



Spatial masking + fine-tuning outperforms other methods

CroSSL: we test our 
method in two modes

Masking

- Random
- Spatial

Transfer learning

- Fixed (frozen)
- Fine-tuned (re-training)

Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023



CroSSL is robust to missing modalities in prediction time

Spatial masking is more robust 
in missing modalities on 
inference time

Fixed/base models outperform 
in data-scarce fine-tuning

while supervised models are 
heavily impacted by missing 
data

Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023



Spatial > Random, masking more effective in larger datasets

High latent masking ratios 
do not result in high 
performance, unlike in 
vision/MAE papers. 
Performance drop is more 
visible in random masking.

Fine-tuned CroSSL 
outperforms the fixed 
variant in most cases.

Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023



Fine-tuned models are label-efficient, fixed ones need warmup

Fine-tuning is as good as supervised models that 
have access to labeled data, but it is particularly 
effective in the low-data regime (1-10% of labels)

Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023



1 2 3 4
Achieves state of 
art performance in 
multimodal signal 
ML tasks

Handles missing 
data/sensors in an 
elegant manner

Is data & label-efficient 
with performance on par 
or better to supervised 
models

Requires no data pre-
processing such as 
negative pair mining or 
hiding inputs

Takeaways

Deldari et al., WSDM 2024 & MLMHD @ ICML 2023



Problem solved?



Self-supervision needs large unlabeled data: where to find them?

Large unlabeled data of that 
kind is hard to collect

Not publicly available on the 
web, unlike images or text

Number of potential 
modalities hampers 
progress because it requires 
aligned/paired data

Available pre-trained models 
are limited in size and 
generalization capabilities

Apple Heart and Movement Study 

UK Biobank (wristband) compared to benchmark HAR data

https://openreview.net/forum?id=pC3WJHf51j & Yuan et al., ArXiv 2023



From text        to signals



But do Large Language Models understand numbers?



LLM tokenizers are not designed for numbers

Case sensitive, trailing whitespaces, arbitrary integer 
grouping, inconsistent long integer chunking, model-
specific behaviours, ...

Consecutive digit chunking

Floats

Spathis & Kawsar, GenAI4PC @ Ubicomp 2023



A case study with activity timeseries data and the GPT tokenizer

Spathis & Kawsar, GenAI4PC @ Ubicomp 2023



Bridging the modality gap with adapters & prompt-tuning

https://blog.research.google/2023/08/multimodal-medical-ai.html



Prompting with numbers in addition to text

Liu et al., ArXiv 2023



From prompt engineering to few-shot learning to prompt-tuning

Liu et al., ArXiv 2023



Instead of prompt-tuning, first (auto)encode the numerical data

Belyaeva et al, Arxiv 2023



Everything-to-everything multimodal models

Moon et al, Arxiv 2023



Pros Cons

Computationally efficient

LLM is fixed/frozen

Allows connecting to other high-
performing models (e.g. a sota ECG 
encoder)

Breaking down the system to encoder + 
adapter + LLM enables faster iteration 
and testing

Modularization introduces 
complexity, gradients don’t 
propagate all the way

Adapter <-> LLM 
communication is no longer 
interpretable (compared to 
natural language prompts)

Spathis & Kawsar, GenAI4PC @ Ubicomp 2023



Where are we now and what is missing?

Future

Present

Treating LLMs as generic pre-trained 
models seems to be working (!)

We still have to "ground" them through

- Verbose hand-engineered prompts
- Extensive aggregation/downsampling
- Careful dataset curation

- Adapters don’t need elaborate textual 
prompts
- Multimodal integration through joint 
embedding spaces
- Improved digit-level tokenizers
- Longer context windows that fit high-
dimensional data

Spathis & Kawsar, GenAI4PC @ Ubicomp 2023



Read more on our papers

Deldari et al, WSDM’24 & ML4MHD @ ICML’23 
arxiv.org/abs/2307.16847

Spathis & Kawsar, GenAI UbiComp’23
 arxiv.org/abs/2309.06236
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